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Mission
Ecoin's mission is to enable mass adoption of Cryptocurrency by bringing Billions of users into
Crypto.

Vision
Ecoin token is created to improve society through Social Mining and introduce financial inclusion
to millions of people. Our vision is to enable mass adoption by creating an incredibly user
friendly Experience at Ecoin that will be win-win for all people, companies and society.

Introduction
The invention of blockchain-powered cryptocurrency is arguably one of the greatest technological
leaps in human history. Trust-less decentralized instant value transfer has vast potential
for disrupting world commerce by heralding an era of ‘Triple entry accounting’.

However, the ‘Mass adoption’ moment of cryptocurrency (aka crypto) appears quite far away for
most of the 5000 cryptos that exist today.

Pain Points
There are four main barriers for crypto massadoption:

TECH MINING and Knowledge:
Acquiring cryptocurrency is hard for an average
person, with a lot of hoops to jump. The main routes
for earning crypto are either mining (with expensive
hardware) or investing in ICOs, both of which need
high technical knowledge and risk appetite which
eliminates 99.9% people.

ADOPTION AND USABILITY:
Once acquired, however, cryptocurrency is hardly usable, as very few businesses accept crypto.
Cryptocurrency, right now is in a classic chicken-and-egg problem phase, as businesses do not
accept a currency which is used by 0.1% of users and customers do not want to use a currency
which no business accepts.

VOLATILITY:
Volatility is good when it pumps, however average users can't bear huge losses.

MARKETING CHANNEL:
Traditional marketing channels like Facebook, Google have restrictions on crypto marketing and
there is no easy marketing solution to promote mass adoption. These challenges although quite
difficult to overcome, present a multi trillion-dollar opportunity and predicted to create greatest
wealth transfer event in human history

Solution
Ecoin aims to tackle this problem with the help of ‘world’s first AI driven proxy identity platform’
along with ‘world’s easiest crypto onboarding’ powered by Social Mining, Cashback Mining and
Incentivized Mining that will eventually lead to mass adoption of crypto.

Ecoin’s unique approach will make crypto-onboarding as easy as signing
up to any usual website with your email and phone no but will also
eliminate sybil fraud almost completely.

Social Mining:
Ecoin Social Mining is for those who love to invest time instead of risking hard earned
money. Here our Fully validated users Earn Ecoin by participating in various free offers
listed by our partners.

cashback mining:
Ecoin Cashback Mining is for people who love to complete their daily spending like shopping
etc and get Ecoin as Cashback.

Incentivized mining :
Ecoin Incentivized Mining is getting small rewards by completing the process of 'Introduction
and Identification'. This reward gets released based on Supply and demand.

Ecoin generates value as our business partners pay us real money for
all these previous use cases , this brings value to these social
interactions and boosts the token value.
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Ecoin API
Ecoin’s ‘proprietary AI driven proxy identity platform’ can eliminate sybil with over 98%
confidence, which ensures that one person can’t claim incentivized tokens more than once.
This ensures genuine users can simply sign-up with their email and phone no to earn their
social cryptocurrency which arguably eliminates barriers for crypto mass adoption.

The real value of any payment network is determined by its number of users, as
confirmed by Metcalfe's law. As Ecoin aims to onboard the first billion users into
crypto, the value of its network will indeed reach high value.

The Theory Of Value
Network effect is a Numbers game
‘Facebook acquired WhatsApp for a whopping $19 billion primarily because it had 500
million users using it, the underlying software can be created in a couple of clicks
from GitHub today’

Metcalfe’s law -The most useful principle for measuring the value of internet companies’ states
that the value of networks grows as the square of its user base. Since Cryptocurrency is a
payment Network at its core, its value is primarily determined by its user base.
As you know after getting used to a particular cryptocurrency, average users would resist moving
to a new crypto and ensure that their token takes off as confirmed by the Endowment effect
theory. Hence, the value of Ecoin network grows proportional to the square of its user base (as
confirmed by Metcalfe’s law) while the coin circulation only grows linearly, which implies the value
of Ecoin token actually goes up with more users in the network.
The cost of user acquisition on Ecoin’s platform is in the range of $0.4-$1 (arguably the lowest
users acquisition cost in crypto), however the value they bring to the platform will be at least
$10 per user for the first million users and it grows more as more users join.
Once Ecoin’s network reaches 100 million users or more, the value of each Ecoin would become
much higher enabling millions of users to earn quite a bit without risking their money at all.

User Experience- The Forgotten Hero
Apple is a classic example of great focus on User Experience (UX). Compared to its
peers, Apple products attract a huge premium because of its incredible UX focus.
Most cryptocurrencies today are designed for geeks and tech-savvy people and are not designed
keeping average users in mind. User experience (UX) is a very important aspect of
attracting both users and merchants which has huge pay-offs in terms of adoption. Ecoin
aims to have the simplest User experience for both users and merchants right from
onboarding to executing transactions using familiar email-based logins without compromising
security.

Merchant Partnerships
Ecoin plans to have deep merchant partnerships especially with the online merchants who
suffer from high charge backs. There are millions of merchants who are desperately looking
for alternatives to credit cards but can’t find one in cryptocurrency yet, as hardly any
customers use crypto.

Sign up Less On-boarding
Sign up-less onboarding can help users’ experience crypto and use crypto with online
merchants and websites without users even signing up on ecoin previously.
Sign-up less onboarding offers will set a new standard for user friendliness for crypto payment
network
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Ecoin Use Cases

Ecoin Wallet
THE COIN Wallet is the official wallet of the Ecoin Foundation.
It is a simple wallet designed to use FIO address with related
accounts on Telos blockchain to keep track of ECOIN, TLOSD
and PBTC tokens.You can send, receive and store pBTC, Ecoin
andmanyothercryptocurrenciesanddigitalassetssafelyandsecurely.
Ecoin Wallet aims to be a multi-coin wallet to support many more
cryptos in near future.

Ecoin Wallet Features:
Support Ecoin, TLOSD and PBTC tokens on Telos Blockchain
Get free Airtime/ Talktime for signing up and referring friends
Best in class Blockchain based security which Keeps your private key secure.
Get free tokens through Ecoin token social mining daily.
Get free cashback with shopping at Hotcashbacks.
Watch, enjoy and earn by seeing social posts through Wishoo.
TheCoin Exchange-World’s first semi-decentralized P2P exchange without need for kyc.
Move funds and buy Tokens from any place in the world in a minute.
Check your crypto wallet balance, transaction history and other data.

The Coin Exchange
A semi-decentralized P2P Exchange. Connecting buyers
to the crypto they need in seconds.

Hotcashbacks : Cashbacks Mining
How it works ?
Earn whenever you Shop.
Earn extra whenever your friend shops for
the first time.
Earn with every possibility, Browser Shopping,
Website Shopping, 3rd party Shopping.
App based shopping or offline shopping where
you shop, you earn Ecoin.

Earn Crypto by Shopping through Crypto

Ecoin based Stable Coin
Most merchants love cryptocurrency for the fact that it comes with no chargebacks and is
extremely easy to start accepting payments, but volatility remains a pretty challenging
aspect for using crypto. Pricing goods in a crypto that has 10% daily volatility and dealing
with the funds is simply not affordable for most businesses. A stable coin can fix the
volatility issue away completely providing much needed stability for businesses that want to
accept blockchain based payments.

Ecoin will roll out an Over-collateralized stable coin pegged with BTC, USD, EUR
and other major currencies to sort this issue out. The overcollateralization
approach will also help keep up the price of Ecoin and avoid risks
associated with centralized stable coins (like Tether).

Multichain DeFi and Decentralised stablecoin for payment network.
Ecoin will be used as a collateral token and our sister token BitDAO as a
governance and DeFi token.

Sashwat: Get Blockchain Verified
Sashwat is a blockchain based authenticity provider for digital certificates. As you already
know there is rampant fraud going on with academic credentials in the world and fraudsters
are constantly targeting respected institutions to create a fake certificate for getting jobs.
Because back-ground verification is extremely costly and time consuming most companies
don’t verify credentials effectively. This results in fraudsters getting into companies using
fraudulent certificates which destroys the reputation of entire institutions when their performance
is not up to the mark.
At Shashwat powered by Ecoin, we want to put an end to this menace using blockchain.
Blockchain helps in securing authenticity of Degree Certificates without compromising the
privacy of certificates. We are currently developing solutions for various institutions both in
India and abroad.

User acquisition roadmap
2020
Jan

Ecoin Launch.

Mar

1 million users- Listing on varoius Airdrop sites and Social Media Marketing.

Aug

3 million users- Crypto influencers and Social Media marketing.

Dec

4 million users- Partnerships, Influencers.

2021
Feb

5 million - Normal Users promoting through Whatsapp & Email.

Aug

7.5 million users- Normal Users promoting through Whatsapp & Email,
Investor interest.

Dec

10 million users- A balance between investors and users, Crypto payment,
Various applications.

2022
Dec

25-50 million users- Ecoin offices at various countries, A proper Ecoin
ecosystem.

Product Road Map
Ecoin Launch with referral

2020

Jan

Peer-to-peer exchange, listing on few major exchanges

Aug

Launch of Ecoin Wallet & Crypto Cashback system

Dec

Merchant wallets, Other use cases.

2021

Aug

Acquisition of few merchants, Launch of Stablecoin.

Dec

Partnership with 100+ of major online reatailers.

2022

Dec

Ecoin payment network

2023

Dec

Token Economics
ECOIN is the official token of Ecoin Foundation. The total supply is 50 Billion tokens. Ecoin
Foundation buybacks and burns the Ecoin tokens from the revenue generation. The tokens will
be burned upto 50% through buybacks to create additional demand.

25% of the total Ecoin supplies can be mined through Ecoin Social Mining, Cashbacks mining
and Incentivized Mining. There are staking rewards and additional rewards available.
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Token Value Capture
The Endless Cycle
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Comparision
While we don't have any direct competitors, we intend to work together with the Crypto
industry.
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Progress in 2020
Reached the first million users in 28 days organically.
5million user sign ups, 250k app users.
Replaced tech mining with Social Mining.
Created AI driven sign up process that prevents Sybil attack.
Generated $100k revenue in just 6months.
Strategic Partnership with Telos. 15+ B2B Clients.
Created Hotcashback.com v 1.0.
Launched Ecoin Wallet App v 2.0
Created Wishoo.live 1.0

Conclusion
Ecoin is the first coin that is poised to cross billion users owing to the world’s simplest crypto
onboarding experience.

Ecoin has the best recipe to grow at a breakneck pace.

Ecoin will have the simplest user experience so average users can finally experience
crypto for the first time in the easiest way possible.
Ecoin will be distributed free for everyone by investing time or while doing daily spending.
We have put in strong mechanisms to prevent price crash and we are prepared to scale
up to millions of users over night.
We are also integrated with a peer-to-peer exchange from day one so that everyone can
buy these coins from our traders and support the Ecoin ecosystem.
We plan to have multiple merchant partnerships as we would achieve the biggest user
base in the crypto industry faster than anyone else.
Please join us in this exciting journey.

Thank You
Contact us:
abhyudoy@ecoinofficial.org
krishna@ecoinofficial.org

